SPRING TINE RAKE
for natural turf
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GREAT ADDITION
Designed as an attachment to the GreensGroomer for Natural Turf or as a
singular attachment using our Three-Point Hitch assembly (sold separately).
The Spring Tine Rake for Natural Turf is a great piece for de-thatching turf
and promoting turf health.

DETHATCHING
Dethatching your turf can rejuvenate the turf system, remove old grasses,
or remove dead decaying materials. De-thatching eliminates the ‘thatch
habitat’ for most harmful turf insects and fungus’. Thatching away harmful
turf debris allows turf to breath and to get plenty of sunlight.

SCARIFYING
Another benefit of thatching your turf with the Spring Tine Rake is to scarify
the surface of the soil. This means that you are going to have a much easier
time over seeding it after you thatch.

PULLING RUNNERS
One use of the Spring Tine Rake is to pull up “runners” that are common
with certain types of grass. Using the Spring Tine on a frequent basis before
mowing keeps these errant runners in check and provides for a more
consistent mow quality.

PRODUCT FEATURES
The Spring Tine Rake comes as an attachment for the GreensGroomer.
It consists of 3 tine shafts loaded with 42 adjustable tines set at 7/8 inch
spacing. The tines are 3/16” in diameter with a 40° tip bend.
The adjustment of the tines is controlled through shaft bolts at both ends of
the rake. Lossening the bolts allows for rotation to a more aggressive or less
aggressive angle. Retighten and you’re ready to go.
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PRODUCT BACKGROUND
We design and fabricate our equipment with an eye towards
indestructibility. We know that equipment can take a real beating, so the
structural elements and materials are specified for maximum strength and
longevity in mind.

PRODUCT SERVICE & SUPPORT
All GreensGroomer equipment is fabricated and assembled in Indianapolis
Indiana with high-quality materials and procedures from experienced
craftsmen and personnel. Our equipment is prepped and crated for quick
order processing and shipment. With a central domestic location, we can
minimize freight across the US and have international shipments prepared
for containers on both coasts.
Distribution is handled by a global network of dealers, ready to serve your
equipment needs. Should you have any product questions or require parts
for your existing GreensGroomer equipment, don’t hesitate to contact our
Customer Service Department at 888-298-8852.

SPECIFICATIONS
Model
Main Frame

STR, STR4
10 gauge steel construction

Length

74-1/2 inches

Width

10-5/8 inches

Weight

95 lbs.

Finish

Powder coat with 6-step pre-wash including degreaser
and anti rust coating

Tines

3/16 diameter w/ 40° tip bend

Shipping Crate

76” x 22” x 21”

Crated Weight

150 lbs.
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